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Editorial Purpose and Policies
The American Journal of Lifestyle Medicine (AJLM) will serve 
as a forum for health care professionals to share evidence or 
experience-based information on how daily lifestyle practices 
and habits impact both short and long-term health and quality of 
life. The primary audiences for AJLM are primary care physicians 
and family practitioners. Authors should focus on the needs and 
interests of these individuals with particular emphasis on clinical 
relevance to any data cited or recommendations made.

The Journal welcomes manuscripts in the following areas of 
interest:

•  Editorials 2–3 pages (1200–1800 words) 
•  State of the Art Reviews 8–12 pages (4800–7200 words)

Manuscripts will be critically reviewed by an editor with 
appropriate independent referees from the Editorial Board 
and other expert sources. Manuscripts are considered with the 
stipulation that they are submitted solely to AJLM and that no part 
of the submission has previously appeared elsewhere. Where 
questions exist, authors should submit copies of material that has 
appeared elsewhere. Statements and opinions expressed in the 
articles and communications appearing in the journal are those 
of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the editors and 
publisher. The editors and publisher disclaim any responsibility 
or liability for such material. Neither the editors nor the publisher 
guarantee, warrant, or endorse any product or service advertised 
in this publication, nor do they guarantee any claim made by the 
manufacturer of such product or service.

Submission of Manuscripts
Manuscripts must be prepared and submitted in the manner 
described in the American Medical Association Manual of 
Style. Send manuscripts (original plus 2 complete copies and an 
electronic file on a CD or disk) by first class mail (air mail for 
overseas), not certified or registered, to: 

James M. Rippe, MD, Editor 
American Journal of Lifestyle Medicine, Editorial Office 
21 North Quinsigamond Avenue 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545, USA

Transfer of copyright to SAGE Publications is a condition of 
publication (authors will receive a copyright transfer form prior 
to publication). Upon acceptance of manuscript, please submit 
signed transfer of copyright forms to the editorial office at the 
address above, attention James M. Rippe, MD. Any questions 
should be directed to Elizabeth Grady, Managing Editor, at 
bgrady@rippelifestyle.com or (508) 756-1306.

Manuscript Preparation
The manuscript is typed on white paper, 8½ × 11 in. (22 × 28 
cm), with margins of at least 2.5 cm (1 in.) at top, bottom, and 
both sides. 

Use double spacing. 

Arrange the manuscript with the following sections and begin 
each section on a separate page: (1) title page, (2) abstract, (3) key 
words, (4) text, (5) acknowledgments, (6) references, (7) glossary 
(if needed), (8) tables (each table on a separate page), (9) figures, 
and (10) legends.

All pages should be numbered consecutively, beginning with 
the title page, and the first author’s name and the page number 
should be included in the upper right corner of each page.

Abbreviated terms are spelled out at first use and followed with 
the abbreviation in parentheses. Avoid overuse of contrived 
abbreviations.

Written permission to use nonoriginal material (quotations 
exceeding 100 words, any table or illustration) from both 
author and publisher of the original is included, and the source 
is credited in the manuscript. No article will be accepted as a 
submission to AJLM without all required permissions. 

Title page. Include (1) the full title of the paper — short, clear, 
and specific; (2) authors’ full names; (3) degrees and institutional 
affiliation of all authors; (4) name, address (including zip code), 
e-mail address, and phone number of all contributing authors; 
and (5) a running title of 3 or 4 words. Indicate the author to 
whom communications should go to regarding the manuscript 
and reprint requests.

Abstract. Provide an article summary of 200 words or less.

Key words. Include 4 to 5 key words.

Grant and other acknowledgments. Specify support of any work 
discussed, by a grant or otherwise, as well as the meeting, if any, 
at which the paper was presented (including place and date).



References
Double-space references throughout, number them in the 
sequence in which they appear in the text, and identify them in 
text by superscript Arabic numerals. Accuracy and completeness of 
references are the author’s responsibility. Format references per the 
American Medical Association Manual of Style. If there are more than 
6 authors, the first 3 authors are used followed by “et al” including 
names and initials of all authors. Index Medicus abbreviations are 
used for journal titles, volume, inclusive page numbers, and year:
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Book
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Chapter
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Tables. Double space on pages separate from the text. Tables 
should not duplicate material text or illustrations.

Legends. Credit for any previously published illustration must 
be given in the corresponding legend. All symbols should be 
explained in the legend.

Figure and Artwork Submission
Artwork includes charts and graphs, maps, photographs, line art, 
and tables with 17 or more columns.

Electronic art. Acceptable file formats include the following: TIFF, 
EPS, JPEG, and PDF. Microsoft application files are acceptable for 
vector art (line art).

Scanned images. Line art (black and white) images should be 
scanned as a bitmap at 900ppi. Photos should be scanned as 
grayscale or CMYK at 300ppi.

Advertising and Reprints
Current advertising rates and specifications maybe obtained by 
contacting the advertising coordinator at (805) 410-7772 or by sending 
an e-mail to advertising@sagepub.com. Reprints may be ordered 
by using the special reprint order form that will accompany author 
proofs. If you need another copy of this order form please call (805) 
410-7763 or e-mail reprint@sagepub.com. Acceptance of advertising 
in this journal in no way implies endorsement of the advertised 
product or service by SAGE or the journal’s affiliated society(ies). No 
endorsement is intended or implied. SAGE reserves the right to reject 
any advertising it deems as inappropriate for this journal.

Supplements/Sponsored Subscriptions
If you are interested in publishing a peer-reviewed supplement 
or sponsoring a special mailing list, please contact Barbara 
Eisenberg at (805) 410-7763, barbara.eisenberg@sagepub.com.
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